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Antibody drug conjugates
Potent weapons
for the oncology arsenal
ABSTRACT
Antibody Drug Conjugates (ADCs) are
monoclonal antibodies attached to
biologically active drugs by chemical
linkers with selectively labile bonds. By
combining the unique targeting of
monoclonal antibodies with the cancer
killing ability of cytotoxic drugs, ADCs
will permit sensitive discrimination
between healthy and diseased tissue.
Advances in coupling antibodies to
cytotoxic drugs will permit greater
control of drug pharmacokinetics and
significantly improve delivery to target
tissue. Potent new anticancer drugs can
now be used to target cancers while
minimizing exposure of healthy tissue. Promising clinical
results will continue to drive clinical development of this
therapeutic class.
Manufacturing highly potent biopharmaceuticals presents
a series of unique engineering and chemistry challenges
that have resulted in Lonza designing and building a new
dedicated manufacturing plant in Visp, Switzerland. By
leveraging experience in biopharmaceuticals, small molecule
drug process development and scale-up, this class of high
potency biologicals can now be manufactured to support
both clinical development and licensure.

of antibodies have been re-engineered
to address immunogenic complications
resulting from murine mAbs. Chimeric
antibodies in which the entire variable
regions of a mouse or rat antibodies
are expressed along with human constant
regions have resulted in antibodies
with ≈ 66 percent human protein
sequences. Humanized (CDR-grafted)
antibodies are an alternative to chimeric
antibodies in which only the
complementarity determining regions
(CDR) from the rodent antibody Fvregions are combined with a human
Fv framework producing an antibody
that is ≈ 90-95 percent human protein
sequences. Currently antibodies with
fully human protein sequences are available from transgenic
mice or phage library sources which can be expressed in
mammalian cell culture avoiding many of the earlier problems
associated with biotherapeutic development of murine mAbs
(7, 9). Humanized antibodies have significantly reduced the
Human anti-Murine Antibody (HAMA) immune responses
which often prevents repeat application of rodent derived
antibodies in the same patient
Biochemical barriers such as antibody receptor affinity and
antigen heterogeneity have contributed to the challenge
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EVOLUTION OF THERAPEUTIC
ANTIBODIES (LARGE MOLECULE)
Since cancer cells present a number of unique
or over- expressed cell surface antigens
which mAbs can effectively target, antibodies
(mAbs) have significantly contributed to the
development of biotherapeutics used in
oncology treatment. Initial work with murine
mAbs led to clinical reagents with high
specificities and affinities, but progress was
limited by immunogenicity, short serum half
life and the inability to stimulate an effective
host immune response. Subsequent generations
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Table 1. Antibodies approved for cancer therapy
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(CDRs) located in the Fab portion of the
antibody contains the antigen binding domain
that discriminates between healthy and
diseased cell surfaces. The Fc- portion is
responsible for binding to serum proteins
such as complement or immune system effector
cells. Usually the naked antibody by itself is
not responsible for killing target cells, but
instead identifies the target so that other
components or effector cells of the body’s
immune system can lead the attack. The two defense
mechanisms used by the immune system are referred to as
complement mediated cytotoxicity (CMC) and antibody
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). CMC is a process
where a cascade of events such as complement activation
directly leads to target cell lysis or causes recruitment of
other immune system cells to the location for effector cell
function. ADCC involves the recognition of the antibody
marked target cells by immune cells that
directly lead to target cell death (13).
Several structural aspects of the antibody
permit attachment of small molecule drugs
by strong covalent bonds. One of the current
ADC conjugations techniques involves
limited reduction of intra or inter-chain
disulfide bonds by the addition of reducing
agents into the buffer containing the antibody.
Limited reduction of the intact antibody
results in the formation of free thiols without
changing the structural characteristics of
the antibody and antigen binding domain.
With its structure and typical binding domain
preserved the antibody will maintain its
Figure 1. Schematic representation of
ability to discriminate between healthy and
IgG class antibody
diseased tissue.

antibodies have faced in clinical trials (8). In
addition, even when biochemical problems
have been solved and the antibody accumulates
in the target tissue, the therapeutic efficacy
can be limited due to the inability of antibodies
to marshal an immune response sufficient to
cause target cell death (7). Despite the challenges
which have been encountered during clinical
development of naked antibodies, six are
currently approved for cancer treatment. Several
of these antibodies such as Rituxan, Herceptin, Erbitux and
Avastin display activity in tumour cell line assays (7). Two
radionuclide labelled immunoconjugates are currently
approved and one ADC, Mylotarg, is used as a therapy
option for treatment of Acute Myeloid Leukemia.
ANTIBODY STRUCTURE
The IgG class of antibodies is the most
ubiquitous with respect to current therapeutic
applications. This class of antibodies can
be further divided into four subclasses
which show more than 95 percent homology
in the amino acid sequences in the constant
domains of the heavy chains. The four IgG
subclasses show their most conspicuous
differences in the amino acid composition
and structure in the hinge region which
contains disulfide bonds between the heavy
chains.
Figure 1 shows a typical intact IgG antibody
structure with two light and two heavy
chains. The hyper variable region or
complementarity determining regions
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Perhaps the
greatest challenge
in ADC manufacturing
is design
and construction
of a biological
manufacturing
environment that
allows safe
manipulation of highly
toxic drugs
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CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC CANCER DRUGS
(SMALL MOLECULE)

A plethora of chemotherapeutic cancer drugs currently exist
for treatment of hemologic and solid tumours. These drugs
are divided into six major classes which include: Alkylating
agents, Antimetabolites, Anti-tumour Antibiotics, Topoisomerase
inhibitors, Corticosteroids and Mitotic inhibitors. All of the
major classes of chemotherapeutic agents are associated
with dose-limiting toxicities which has aroused significant
interest in improving drug efficacy while minimizing systemic
Table 2. Partial list of drugs conjugated to antibodies
toxicity. Although this approach to cancer therapy predates
the advent of mAb based technologies, it
has only been in the past few years that
critical parameters for the optimization of
antibody drug conjugates have been identified.
Conjugation of a drug to an antibody alters
both
its
pharmacokinetics
and
pharmacodynamics essentially allowing a
drug that would be cleared too rapidly from
the circulation or toxic for human use alone
to be tested as a potential therapeutic.
Advances in reduction of mAb immunogenicity,
ability to target unique antigens on the surface
of cancer cells, increase in drug potency and
chemical linkers that efficiently release
chemotherapeutic drugs in their active form
under predetermined conditions have
significantly improved the prospect of ADC
technology (1-3).
Figure 2. Labile bonds leading to intracellular drug release are shaded in above figures
Currently several highly potent new drugs
with type of labile bond indicated in parentheses (7)
are being conjugated to humanized or
chimeric antibodies which closely resemble
their human counterpart. These drugs are
anti-microtubule agents and DNA minor
groove binders which are biologically active
at the ng/Kg level placing them in the most
potent class of advanced cancer drugs (7,
10, 11).
The first and only ADC licensed for clinical
use, Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin (Mylotarg;
Wyeth) which was approved
by the FDA in 2000 is for
Manufacturing
the treatment of relapsed
Table 3. Partial list of antibody drug conjugates in clinical trials
acute myelocytic leukemia
these drug products
in adults (≥ 60 years of
will require infrastructure age) (12). The drug payload in this ADC
healthy and diseased tissue by stopping mitosis so accurate
targeting is required to realize the full potential of these
as unique as the product is N-acetyl-g-calicheamicin which binds
in the minor groove of DNA and causes
exciting new cancer drugs.
to provide operations
double strand DNA cleavage resulting in
personnel with the safety target cell death. The cytotoxicity of
maytansine analogues DM1, DM4 and
ASSEMBLING THE SMART BOMB (ATTACHING
and robust process
monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE) is related
CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC DRUG TO ANTIBODY)
performance required
to their ability to inhibit cell division by
Attaching drugs to antibodies requires a chemical linker
to deliver cost effective, binding tubulin which arrest the target cell
in G2/M stage of the cell cycle resulting
similar to those described in Figure 2. The linker used for
life saving therapies
in apoptosis (cell death). These very potent
each conjugate consists of labile bonds which permit drug
to patients
drugs will indiscriminately destroy both
release when the ADC complex is internalized into the
targeted cell. After the ADC is internalized and resident in
a lysosome in the target cell, acidic and reducing conditions
or enzymatic cleavage occur to release of the chemotherapeutic
drug (4). Hydrazone bonds will release drug under acidic
conditions when in contact with the lysosomes of the target
cell whereas disulfide bonds will be subject to intracellular
reduction (7). The use of peptides as conditionally stable
linkers has significantly improved the serum stability of ADCs
and permits rapid enzymatic cleavage by lysosomal proteases
once the ADC is internalized into the target cell.
A valine-citrulline peptide has provided > 9 days of serum
stability in both mouse and monkey models (4, 5). This level
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higher occupational exposure levels in the 10 -3 – 10 -6
gram/m3 range. In many cases proteins are only active
under specific buffer formulation conditions and/or when
injected subcutaneously. ADC manufacturing requires
ADC MANUFACTURING CHALLENGE
manipulation of cytotoxic drugs with occupational exposure
levels in the 10-9 gram/m3 range placing them in the category
The union of an antibody (biological) and drug coupled to
of the most potent chemicals currently used in any therapeutic
linker (chemical) must be made chemically,
application.
with the ADC retaining the binding activity
Additional concerns would include the ability
Conjugation of a
of the antibody, as well as the biological
to use the facility and process equipment on
activity of the drug. Perhaps the greatest drug to an antibody alters a campaign basis with other potent drugs
challenge in ADC manufacturing is design both its pharmacokinetics without exceeding the MAC (maximum
and construction of a biological manufacturing and pharmacodynamics allowable carryover) of residual drug between
environment that allows safe manipulation
different ADC campaigns. Detection of
essentially allowing
of highly toxic drugs. Since the conjugation
residual cytotoxic drug by methods such as
process is performed in biological buffers
TOC (total organic carbon) and HPLC-based
a drug that would
which are capable of supporting growth of
may not provide sufficient sensitivity.
be cleared too rapidly methods
a wide range of bacteria, aseptic conditions
ELISA or MS techniques that can detect
from the circulation
and clean utilities must be present to support
residual drug in the ng/ml range maybe
manufacturing efforts. Biological manufacturing
or toxic for human use required to support product changeover.
environments are typically designed to reduce
Dedicated facilities would increase the
alone to be tested as
microbial contamination and prevent worker
manufacturing cost which may be ultimately
exposure to proteins that have significantly
a potential therapeutic passed on to the patient and may prevent
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of serum stability is significantly improved over the hydrazonelinked conjugate using doxorubicin, which has an in vivo
half-life of 43 hours (5). One biopharmaceutical company
has extended this peptide-based linker technology by clinical
development of an ADC that targets CD30+ malignancies.
This ADC consists of the anti-microtubule agent (MMAE)
conjugated to chimeric anti-CD30 monoclonal antibody.
Enhanced anti-tumour activity was observed in a preclinical
model of Hodgkin’s lymphoma when this ADC was combined
with traditional chemotherapeutic agents (6). Another
biopharmaceutical company has undertaken a clinical study
evaluating conjugation of an existing therapeutic antibody
to a potent anti-microtubule agent (DM1).Tumours in refractory
patients have responded at doses below the MTD (maximum
tolerated dose). A phase II/III trial in advanced HER2+
patients is currently underway (11).
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many from receiving the most advanced therapy for their
illness.

drug potency and the advent of linkers designed to bind
and release drug payloads after cellular internalization
will continue to drive this exciting area of clinical investigation.
In 2008 there were more than 100 monoclonal antibodybased biologic drugs in hundreds of clinical trials (14).
Many current clinical trials are investigating this targeted
therapy approach with the hope that it will improve clinical
outcome and reduce the side effects of diffused traditional
chemotherapy. Manufacturing these drug products will
require infrastructure as unique as the product to provide
operations personnel with the safety and robust process
performance required to deliver cost effective, life saving
therapies to patients.

FACILITY DESIGN CONCEPT

REFERENCES AND NOTES

Figure 3

The production process must be executed in an aseptic
biological manufacturing environment which operates under
cGMP. This environment must provide manufacturing personnel
with isolation from cytotoxic chemicals in the occupational
exposure range (OEL) of 40ng/m3 of room air. Additional
process design considerations include prevention of inhalation
and transdermal exposure of quality control personnel to
cytotoxic drugs during in-process and bulk release testing.
Facility planning must also include design of equipment and
process contact surfaces with the ability to steam in place
(SIP) and clean in place (CIP). CIP systems and equipment
design must support the ability to remove minute traces of
residual drug contamination during both inter batch and
product change over cleaning. Possible cross contamination
of other products manufactured on site can be prevented by
designing isolated suites with clean utilities that are dedicated
for ADC manufacturing.
The facility will also need small scale manufacturing capacity
which will allow R&D to perform effective technology
transfer, scale up and transition to manufacturing scale.
Finally, the facility design should include utilities, cytotoxic
drug isolation and containment systems with operational
redundancies for safety.
ADC manufacturing requires both a complex protein and
potent drug component that result in a raw material cost
which exceed that of traditional biologicals. Higher cost of
raw materials for each batch translates into a larger financial
loss for the manufacturer should a batch failure occur. Batch
failures resulting from human error or equipment failure are
typically low for biological manufacturing. The potential for
larger financial losses in ADC manufacturing dictate the
need for investment in higher levels of redundancy and
automation to further reduce the potential for batch failure.
Execution of this multi-faceted design concept could be
achieved by Lonza because of the high level of synergy
between its Biopharmaceutical and small molecule business
units while utilizing extensive site infrastructure and logistics
located at its Visp, Switzerland facility. Figure 3 below shows
the resource inputs that were synergistically pooled to achieve
successful construction, startup, validation and operation of
Lonza’s Potent Compound Production (PCP) Facility which
is currently capable of manufacturing kilogram quantities
of high potency ADCs.
CONCLUSION
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Targeted therapies using antibodies to improve delivery
of advanced chemotherapeutic drugs have advanced
significantly over the past several years. Critical parameters
for successful application of this technology such as reduced
antibody immunogenicity, improved specificity for unique
cancer associated antigens, improved chemotherapeutic
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